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Introduction

The 2020 United States presidential election was the 59th quadrennial 
presidential election, held nominally on Tuesday, November 3, 2020. The 
Democratic ticket of former Vice President Joe Biden and U.S. Senator 
Kamala Harris defeated the Republican ticket of incumbent President 
Donald Trump and Vice President Mike Pence.

Presidential election polling and subsequent analysis have emerged as one 
of the most public applications of statistical methods. These spatiotemporal 
data are noisy and potentially biased. However, the presidential election 
pollings of 2016 and 2020 were not as accurate as they were before. 



Objective

To study the bias in state-level Presidential election polls from the 
elections of 2012, 2016 and 2020, including the following 3 points:

1. Devise a method to combine the individual polls to forecast the 
election results in each state and each year

2. Whether the polling bias is constant over state and election

3. What are the effects that cause bias change over state and election



Data Description
The response: 

Where i represents the state, t represents the election

                 is polling result over the state and election
                 
                                 is the average of the polls

We divided our polling data to 3 categories: Pre-Debate, Debate, Post-Debate

Covariates:  Population density, Sample size/Population, Percent Republican Representatives, 
Percent Caucasian, # of Polling resources, Previous election results, percent agricultural land use 



Sensitivity tests for the weights

Thus, we went with run # 5 which has the lowest bias and variance
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Spatiotemporal Models
R package CARBayesST: ST.CARar - AR(1)

Precision matrix

Temporal autoregressive parameter

Random effects for time period t



ST.CARar without Covariates

Probability of 95% interval 
including 0 is 0.218



ST.CARar with Covariates



Space and Time Separately 



CAR model 

R package CARBayes, S.CARLeroux function



CAR Model Results of 2012 Election Bias 



significant covariates

scale(% Caucasian)

scale(Prev Election % GOP)



CAR Model Results of 2016 Election Bias 



significant covariates
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CAR Model Results of 2020 Election Bias 



significant covariates

scale(% Caucasian)



Non-spatial Linear Model



Bias consistent over time?



Conclusion
● Spatiotemporal model shows systematic polling bias is constant over state and 

election 
● Spatiotemporal model shows that percent Caucasian & previous election are 

significantly associated with the polling bias over space and time.
● Separate spatial models show percent Caucasian has an effect to the bias for all 3 

elections, while previous election has effects to the bias for 2012 and 2016 elections. 
Percent agricultural land only has an effect in 2016 election.

● Largest bias over 3 elections is in New York. Polls failed to capture GOP support for 
New York in 2020 (~ +8%).

● There are spatial effects of bias for each election, however, they are not strong (rho ~ 
0.37):

● Average positive bias across all years. The polls surveyed poorly and failed to capture 
Republican voters. More people voted for Republican than polls anticipated. 

● The polls underestimated GOP supporters in general. 
● Sampled surveys did not reflect GOP supports. 



Thanks for your attention!
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